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This thesis explores how architecture can be designed to react to changing conditions. In the design I address how the occupants of a building may change the exterior façade based on a change of events or on group size. This creates an architectural language on the façade for pedestrians and motorists to read those activities that are occurring.
The design project is a hybrid recreational center and plaza that is designed for the use of small groups and can be adapted for larger groups. By manipulating the ground plane I create spaces where the spectator becomes the display and the display becomes the spectator. The public spaces at the center are a casual stage for movement, while private spaces at the edge offer places for spectators to overlook events. The movements at the center and edge are displayed on the façade creating a system of information. 25.
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SCHOOL or ARCHITECTURE FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
The School of Architecture, at Florida International University by architect Bernard Tschumi. This precise control of the circulation spaces creates a place where conversations can begin and projects can be discussed or reviewed.
Whether coming from the parking lot or as an extension of the Florida International University campus the courtyard which is 60 feet by 90 feet can be accessed from any side of the building.
"Key for a new school of architecture is an ability to set a stage, a scene, a culture and to be identified with it.
Its new building must contribute to making that scene and that identity."1 
SCHOOL 07 ARCHITECTURE GALLERY
The gallery which according to Tschumi, was designed as a focal point for the whole university, is a space where student and faculty work can be displayed and viewed. As illustrated in the image above, by extending the store front system and adding a series of operable panels, the gallery could become more accessible to pedestrians and create a new social interaction. The interior gallery concrete wall could be used as the display surface. The operable panels can be used for displaying projects and, when open, can signal that an event is taking place.
The panels would also expand the gallery space to the adjacent landscape area, creating a dynamic and flexible ephemeral boundary. Designed as an entry and temporary exhibition space, the main entrance leads into the glass enclosed 90' high reception hall. Temperature and light also trigger the structure to change.
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE COURTYARD
The movable sun screen is a wing-like structure comprised of 72 steel fins, located above the reception hall rises and lowers to modify both temperature and light within the reception hall. The wing structure has fins ranging from 26 feet to 105 feet, with a span of 217 feet at the widest point. It weighs 90 tons and is wider than a Boeing 747 jetliner. The mobile rib system rises 60 meters to generate shade and extend the interior space, combining beacon which invites the visitor to come inside. As the entrance is altered and changed, the building's appearance signals that an event is taking place. "It would estrange itself from the historic character of its urban context in every way imaginable: scale, height, form, and expression. Reintegration with the cityscape would rely on attractive differences rather than soft-edged harmony."5
The project is a million square foot cultural centre consisting of four major areas: museum of modern art, a reference library, centre for industrial design, and a centre for music and acoustic research.. The design project is a hybrid recreational center and plaza.
It can be adapted for the use of both small and large groups. By manipulating the ground plane I create spaces where the spectator becomes the display and the display becomes the spectator. The public spaces at the center are a casual stage for movement, while private spaces at the edge offer places for spectators to observe events. The movements at the center and edge are displayed on the façade creating a system of information. The new system of information will create a new public space were social interaction become the central focus. In designing a mix of a plaza and recreational center, I will incorporate a mechanical system which will add a mobile element which will respond to interior events and climate.
This change will be visual creating and altering the facade, informing the spectators of the plaza that an event or change s taking place. By incorporating operable wall the plaza will adapt to group sizes and changes of events.
Design Principles
-Design for small groups and adapt for larger groups 
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